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Missions of 2iE

- To train **skillful and innovative engineers-entrepreneurs** in Africa, who will be able to address the continent’s development challenges
- To provide **sustained professional training programs** to the executives and technicians of the private and public sectors
- To conduct **research/development programs** for the private and public sectors and contribute to the development of scientific knowledge

**Water & Sanitation**
**Energy & Electricity**
**Civil Engineering & Hydraulic**
**Environment & Sustainable Development**
**Management & Entrepreneurship**
2iE in pictures
Some Key Numbers

- More than 7000 Graduates
- More than 95% of graduates work in Africa
- 100 Business partners around the world
- 500 Learners in continuing education
- 1300 Onsite students
- 27% of female students
- 500 Interns in continuing education
- 30 Nationalities

30 Ph.D Students
Multi-types business partners
A network of international Scientific Partners
Contact information
M. Jean Francis SEMPORÉ
Advisor of the General Director, Institutional Development
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Coordinator ACE-2iE, Head of Research
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